Poly Royal papertalk

Censorship, lawsuits, and general organization were the main topics that hovered around yesterday's meeting of the Poly Royal Board, trying to produce a better organized student government. It was announced that this was only the first meeting of the new Poly Royal Board, trying to produce a better organized student government.

The representatives were also told the reasoning behind the placing of the concession stands in various areas throughout the campus, rather than allowing them to be centralized in one location. They were told that this would be for the convenience of the visitors, so they would not have to go out of their way to find something to eat. It was also announced that signs would be posted to direct people to general eating areas, instead of the traditional multitude of signs that announced specific concessions all in the same area.

Draft induction rule changed

OAKLAND UPI-Seventeen men who refused induction were indicted by federal officials Wednesday under new administrative procedures adopted to clear up a backlog of draft cases.

From now on, said U.S. Attorney James L. Browning Jr., a man refuses induction he can expect to be indicted within two or three weeks, except for those transferring their cases from other districts.

Under the old procedure, indictments did not come for as long as 18 months after refusal, although the average time was about four months.

Wednesday's indictments brought the total pending in Oakland to 287.

Caption anyone?

In the ancient Mayan culture of old Mexico, there was a popular game called tiaztil. Has the game returned as a new intercollege sport? Tiaztil was very much like basketball. The object was to successfully put a hard leather ball through the goal, which resembled two hoops, or a stone block with a hole in the center. Upon winning the game, the victors scrambled through the crowd taking whatever they pleased from the unprepared audience. It was the misfortune of the team captain of the losing squad to be captured.

The rather interesting fixture that extends from the side of the new College Union building strangely resembles this goal. The Mayan looking figure faces the Cock Tower and a wily and crafty man and I'm sure in the last few weeks of the campaign he will drop every dead cat he can.

Unruh was asked about Reagan's wisecrack that he would run against Yorty and let his wife, Nancy, run against Unruh. "I think I'm getting the best of the bargain," Unruh said.

Unruh's wisecrack that he would run against Yorty and let his wife, Nancy, run against Unruh. "I think I'm getting the best of the bargain," Unruh said.

"Oh, he's a potent politician and a wily and crafty man and I'm sure in the last few weeks of the campaign he will drop every dead cat he can." Unruh was asked about Reagan's wisecrack that he would run against Yorty and let his wife, Nancy, run against Unruh.

"I think I'm getting the best of the bargain," Unruh said.

"Oh, he's a potent politician and a wily and crafty man and I'm sure in the last few weeks of the campaign he will drop every dead cat he can."
Baywood won't last

by JOHN FITZERANDOLPH

Ah, the buxom greenness, the 
world's flattered cypress trees, the 
extra fresh air of salt and fog. 
Baywood Park is a quiet place 
to study and play.

"Baywood" really means Los 
Oos, Los Oos Highland, and 
Cuesta-By-The-Sea. The hills are 
similar, the maps are similar, the 
trees small sakes, people move 
slowly, traffic lights aren't 
needed.

Most everyone has a view 
of the "rock" or the dune buggy 
dotted sand spit. The streets 
are in need of repair—more from 
weather and sand than the 
passing of cars.

Older men with little hair pass 
peacefully as younger men with 
longer hair fly kites and play in 
the streets. If pollutionisation 
exists in Baywood, it is between spiders 
and people. Poverty exists in 
Baywood though it is not a social stain like 
in Baywood, it is between spiders 
and people.

Cables television has not been 
set up in Baywood. Some say 
lack of interest keep it out, others say 
petitions are going around and around and around. But nobody is 
fighting in the streets about it. 

"Issues" either don't exist at

All or are very silent. Perhaps 
when people are comfortable. Roosters raise 
mild hell in the mornings. Aside 
from that, things are quiet.

How long the unstationary 
social climate will last depends 
unpredictable on the length of time it 
was Angeles to arrive.

It will be a few years yet, 
otherwise Los Angeles City 
will fly in with its so not so heavenly wings of 
root and destruction.

First, the smog will be 
noticeable. There will be debate: 
whether Baywood is getting 
"some new kind of summer fog" 
or whether Baywood is breathing 
"smog."

Then, the "Not A Through 
Vote" will be torn down, 
because all roads will connect 
with all other roads— in order for 
Baywood residents to reach the 
"light industry" comfortably.

Industry will be "necessary" to 
provide jobs to those who are 
"base" for real estate 
uses. The new City Council will 
place strict pollution control 
rules upon factories, but Los 
Angeles knows how absurd such 
tokenism is.

Oil industries will have "safety" regulations to 
follow, but offshore drilling will 
never be anything but dangerous.

Roosters arrive in Baywood, via 
the six-lane Los Oos Valley 
Expressway, will have a "spectacular" view of the oil

platforms.

The Los Oos Valley will 
be housing projects and San Jose 
styled shopping centers— for 
"Von convenient" the stores 
will be open seven days a week 
until midnight.

Militant ecologists will meet on 
Monday nights, in a small shack 
within the VVW (Veterans of 
the Vietnam War) building and 
the First American Church. The 
young environment activists 
will plan demonstrations "To 
involve the total community"— 
which will mean the 87,000 
people in the Baywood-Oos 
areas— "but the pollution issue 
will be bred by that, drowned in a 
sea of rhetoric and redundancy."

All the trees and small and 
equipments will begin to fade away 
to the masses arrive. It will happen. 
Nobodies will be able to stop the 
trafficker's urbanization.

The pelicans are dying now, 
victims of DDT. Other Baywood 
birds are endangered. When 
the city arrives, most birds will die. 
or the six-lane Los Oos Jetport 
will poison the rest.

The only down slow movement 
will come with the slipping death of 
Plankton and resulting lack of 
oxygen... oxygen which is 
needed to operate blast furnaces 
and Boeing 777 jets.

Our Model U.N. 
represents U.S.

Prepared and aware, 19 
students will be leaving this 
campus for Eugene, Oregon on 
April 15.

The 16 are members of this 
campus' chapter of the Model 
United Nations. They will be 
attending the 38th session of the 
Model U.N. of the Far West.

The host school for this 
year's convention, University 
of Oregon, expects about 1,200 
delegates to attend. These 
delegates will come from Model 
U.N. chapters in colleges of 11 far 
Western states, Canada and 
Mexico.

Earlier in the year, 
each campus chapter was 
invited to represent at the 
convention. Each chapter 
was asked to send one 
delegate. The host school 
then would be able to 
represent the United States at 
an actual session of U.N.

Due to the quality of past 
performance, Model U.N. on this 
campus is invited to represent 
the United States. This honor 
also presented a challenge.

Each student put in an average 
of 12 hours a week reading their 
participation.

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS
$295
June-September: R, T, L, Los Angeles, 
London Also within Europe

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
July 1st—3ra Day---1999
GOLDEN CALIFORNIA TOURS
$945 East Seventh St., 
Long Beach, Calif, 90244
310-547-7771

IT'S MY VIEW

Vote queried

by GINNY LEAL
Guest Editorial

In this age of increased student involvement with 
campus issues and administration, Student Affirm 
Council (SAC) is asking the students to vote Yes. 
SAC has proposed a special election to eliminate one of four 
student officer positions.

Student Executive Cabinet (SEC) recommended a 
SAC that the question of an elected versus a hire 
secretary to be put on the April U special election. SAC agreed to put the question up to the 

Perhaps SEC was premature in making 
recommendation. It decided that the present 
system was not completely efficient, but instead of 
reevaluating other systems that might be more effective 
this campaign, it arbitrarily chose the idea of a hire 
secretary, chosen by the President and Vice 
President.

When questioned, Paul Kreegs, SAC President and 
Chairman of SEC, said there were no provisions made 
as to how the secretary would be hired, other than an 
advertisement in the Mustang Daily. SEC did not 
establish a plan for payment of this secretary, and a 
guidelines were set for wages per week, or job 
recommendations, yet, the students are asked to vote on 
this half-formed idea.

The job of ASI Secretary has grown in proportion to 
the campus, and is now too large for one person to 
handle efficiently, and still attend school as a full-time 
student. The ASI officers of two years ago realized this 
and made provisions for helping administrative assistants, primarily to aid the ASI Secretary with 
exhausting paperwork. This is the system we are 
utilizing now, with satisfactory results.

President Kreegs presented SEC's reasons for the 
recommendation at the March 31 SAC meeting. 
SEC: What would happen if no one ran for the 
of the office?

REFUTATION: The present system of government 
with the President, Vice President, and Secretary 
elected by the students at large, has been in effect 
since 1935, with less than 1,000 students. This has not 
been a problem in over 35 years, and now, with over 
11,000 students, is it logical to assume that there will 
not be at least one person running for the office?

SEC: How could you be sure the person elected 
would be competent?

REFUTATION: That question can be applied to 
elected official from the President, on down. All 
delegates, are they competent on the basis of their per 
personal qualifications, which should guard against 
that if such a person should be elected, there are steps that 
can be taken to remove them from office.

Another point is the basic difference between 
elected official and a hired type. A person elected to a job is responsible to the entire student body; a hired 
secretary is responsible primarily to her employer.

It is also bad policy on the part of SAC to ask 
the students to vote on a major change in student govern 
ment on such short notice, and without presenting the 
arguments, pro and con, to the students.

This is not the way to run an election, and the 
students should object to the position in which they 
are being placed by this hasty special election.
Cycle people proclaim ‘war’

BAKERSFIELD (UPI)—Thousands of trail bike enthusiasts are ready to wage “all-out war” to improve the view that conservation and motorized trail bikes don’t mix.

And they may have to do something close to it to prevent the Forest Service from prohibiting vehicles in a large section of the Sierra high country in Sequoia and Inyo National Forest.

The purpose of the proposed ban is to protect the only known natural habitat of the plan trout—California’s state fish.

The Sierra Club supports the plan and bike clubs for their opposition.

For the most part, the bike riders object to the amount of land the Forest Service wants to make off-limits to vehicles. One spokesman suggested the area should be only 23,000 acres, or about one eighth of the area proposed by the Forest Service.

Gary Combs, an Olds dealer and bike enthusiast, complained the closure will work a hardship on the working man who has only limited time and funds for high country trips.

"If the trails are closed the following signs would be appropriate: Welcome to the Sequoia National Country Club. Those persons with excess time and money, enjoy yourselves. Others need not apply," he said.

Fontaine and the Sierra Club don’t see it that way.

"A backpack trip is the cheapest kind of vacation one can get," said Fontaine. "It costs less than staying home because you can only carry a limited amount of supplies and many campers and backpackers cannot afford the considerable cost of a trail machine."

He added that whether backpackers and horsetrack riders have more time or less for high country trips than do trail bike riders, the Forest Service recommendation becomes effective as soon as it is approved by regional headquarters in San Francisco. A spokesman in Porterville said approval was expected soon.

ROTC GRADS MOVE UP THE LINE

Ten graduates of this college were commissioned second lieutenants in the U.S. Army during ceremonies which took place Tuesday (March 17) afternoon on campus.

They are James A. Cox of Arroyo Grande; Ronald J. Gregorian, Fresno; Charles F. Partridge, Jr., Saugus; Leonard S. Pederson, Santa Maria; Jay F. Rich, San Luis Obispo; William J. Roddy, Fresno; David S. Sponza, Berkeley; Donald J. Svercek, San Luis Obispo; James W. Whitmore, Redwood City; and Peter E. Pederson, San Luis Obispo.

All ten completed their bachelor’s degree study here this week and are scheduled to report to active duty within 90 days.

Col. William L. Hastia, professor of military science and head of the college’s Military Science Department, administered the oath of office following a commissioning address by Dr. Carl C. Cummins, dean of the School of Applied Arts.

The men commissioned Tuesday afternoon bring to more than 170 the number of graduates who have received Army commissions through the Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at the college in the past 15 months.

A total of 623 men have become officers as a result of the Cal Poly program since it was organized in 1960.

With some 275 members of the college student body enrolled in voluntary courses and activities, the ROTC unit here is among the largest such programs in the Western U.S.
CAMPUS RADIO EXPANDS HOURS

KCPR-‘around clock’

KCPR, campus radio began this quarter with a new service of 14 hours a day. The large staff of trained disc jockeys has enabled use new management to program around the clock. KCPR will be aiming to serve the public during the additional hours by airing programming in areas not previously explored.

The new program philosophy will reflect the outcome of a recent survey of college residents and will be directed toward the mature college student, according to Gary Gardner, public relations. Most of the broadcast day will include contemporary rock, sprinkled with appropriate amounts of folk and popular sounds. Around-the-clock programming in different areas will provide the outcome of a day, which will include contemporary rock with live commentary, as scheduled.

—Daily 10-minute newscast at 4 p.m. with headlines and stories at 45 minutes after each hour until midnight.
—Focus, a show featuring one new album each week, Sundays at 4 p.m.
—Open End, Sundays at 1 p.m., each week’s news in review and in depth through interviews.
—Sundays Parade, at 6 p.m., a variety show of magazine format.
—Sunday-By-Request, from 7 p.m. until midnight, returns by popular request.
—Study Break, a call-in talk show, hosted by Alan Holman, featuring discussions of the recent survey.
—Program director Keith Cuddiback indicated that most of the broadcast day will feature music, with an educational content, with live commentary, as scheduled.

Under the direction of station manager Bill Gurzi and the directorship of Ed Zuchelli, the stations’ power will be effectively increased to 15 watts, pending final approval of the Federal Communications Commission.

The Department of Commerce will build the new tower. This will be the first time any KCPR tower has been done and will be the only tower in the College’s new location. At least for a time, this College will be the only one with special programs such as the campus tower, a look into the world of rock and roll, kids and cut board to eliminate lifting reams of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas. These features have been “complemented by every bookboaster manager and supplier that has seen the plans,” stated Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager.

The Department of Commerce will build the new tower. This will be the first time any KCPR tower has been done and will be the only tower in the College’s new location. At least for a time, this College will be the only one with special programs such as the campus tower, a look into the world of rock and roll, kids and cut board to eliminate lifting reams of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas. These features have been “complemented by every bookboaster manager and supplier that has seen the plans,” stated Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager.

Because it is a polytechnic, academic college, the most students in California, stated Mrs. Green. The polytechnic college was built to supply students. It is now having a constantly re-ordered line to serve the population.

The new design is flexible and has been planned with it in mind. This allows for an increase up to 26,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities.

Mrs. Green stated that the number of students in the Fall quarter has increased from 26,000 to 43,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities.

Mrs. Green stated that the number of students in the Fall quarter has increased from 26,000 to 43,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities.

Because it is a polytechnic, academic college, the most students in California, stated Mrs. Green. The polytechnic college was built to supply students. It is now having a constantly re-ordered line to serve the population.

The new design is flexible and has been planned with it in mind. This allows for an increase up to 26,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities. The number of students in the Fall quarter has increased from 26,000 to 43,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities.

Because it is a polytechnic, academic college, the most students in California, stated Mrs. Green. The polytechnic college was built to supply students. It is now having a constantly re-ordered line to serve the population.

The new design is flexible and has been planned with it in mind. This allows for an increase up to 26,000 students. The College has sold 43,000 students and is likely to continue to use it for students facilities.
Sacramento (UPI) — The state legislature passed and sent to the assembly legislature allowing 18-year-olds to vote. The measure is necessary to reduce the voting age.

The measure was approved, 21-13, the bare minimum required for approval in the Senate. If passed by the Assembly next week, it would allow 18-year-olds to circulate signature petitions at the same level as for qualified candidates. The Senate ballot would be an interest proposing to lower the minimum voting age from 21 to 18.

If the measure qualified, however, 18-year-olds would not be allowed to vote on it.

Sen. Clark Bradley, D-San Juan, denounced the bill as an "unwise precedent" and said it would lead to "the principal camel's nose under the tent." He criticized the measure, saying it was a "bad precedent" and would make it difficult to vote.

Joee, California, proverbial camel's nose under the tent.

An expert in school finance has charged that Bradley and other experts are "at the same time" in their efforts to achieve greater equality, horizon.

"We have been on the road to equalize education for years, and we're still not there," he said in regard to his proposal for the national school crisis.

The Senate last week refused to approve an "emergency clause" on the Marka bill which would have allowed the bill to take effect in time for the June primary, but it was later removed. The measure required at least 27 votes for passage.

Senator leader Jack Schrade, D-Dan Diego, voted against the bill.

WALNUT (UPI) — City attorneys from two college towns advised their colleagues today. The situation must be prepared and ready to move quickly against campus disorder.

Robert T. Anderson, city attorney of Berkeley, Calif., and Phillip M. Calkins, solicitor of Cambridge, Mass., made the urgent recommendations to students at a seminar on urban violence sponsored by the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.

Curew is one of the most effective means of controlling riots, John Dekker, Wichita, Kan., director of law, said. But he said the widespread attitude among judges and police is a "curfew violation is a minor offense since it is difficult to distinguish between the two.

Anderson and Calkins defended the use of competition in school finance. They argued that Bradley and other opponents were "afraid of the young.

"What is wrong with allowing people 18 years of age to circulate petitions for anything whatsoever?" Moscone asked.

Sen. George Danielson, D-Long Angeles, told the Senate, I don't think it becomes member of this body to run in fright from 18-year-olds and 19-year-olds."

"I cannot conceive how anybody can be afraid of this bill unless we can say we are afraid of the youth of our state and our nation," Danielson said.

Moscone, said 18-year-olds should be allowed to circulate petitions because they do not have a professional signature-collecting organization.

The Senate last week refused to approve an "emergency clause" on the Marka bill which would have allowed the bill to take effect in time for the June primary, but it was later removed. The measure required at least 27 votes for passage.

Senator leader Jack Schrade, D-Dan Diego, voted against the bill.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — City attorneys from two college towns advised their colleagues today. The situation must be prepared and ready to move quickly against campus disorder.

Robert T. Anderson, city attorney of Berkeley, Calif., and Phillip M. Calkins, solicitor of Cambridge, Mass., made the urgent recommendations to students at a seminar on urban violence sponsored by the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.

Curew is one of the most effective means of controlling riots, John Dekker, Wichita, Kan., director of law, said. But he said the widespread attitude among judges and police is a "curfew violation is a minor offense since it is difficult to distinguish between the two.

Anderson and Calkins defended the use of competition in school finance. They argued that Bradley and other opponents were "afraid of the young.

"What is wrong with allowing people 18 years of age to circulate petitions for anything whatsoever?" Moscone asked.

Sen. George Danielson, D-Long Angeles, told the Senate, I don't think it becomes member of this body to run in fright from 18-year-olds and 19-year-olds."

"I cannot conceive how anybody can be afraid of this bill unless we can say we are afraid of the youth of our state and our nation," Danielson said.

Moscone, said 18-year-olds should be allowed to circulate petitions because they do not have a professional signature-collecting organization.

The Senate last week refused to approve an "emergency clause" on the Marka bill which would have allowed the bill to take effect in time for the June primary, but it was later removed. The measure required at least 27 votes for passage.

Senator leader Jack Schrade, D-Dan Diego, voted against the bill.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Extensive as well as intensive research is currently being performed in the hope of developing a new type of automobile engine.

The idea is to provide a substitute for the internal combustion engine, which causes pollution problems.

What is needed is a complete break with the past — an auto engine based on an entirely new concept of propulsion.

Once, the quickest way to come up with a new concept is to hold a brainstorming session. With that in mind, I recently assembled a group of deep thinkers from various fields outside the auto industry. Then I tossed up the question, "What would make a good substitute for the internal combustion engine?"

Andreson sketched a Berkeley proposal for "citizen participation." His program was to enlist volunteers to encourage public discussion of related issues, attend public assemblies where their presence and example hopefully would help "cool" any organized telephone network that would be capable of spreading the news.

"The only thing that is remarkable is that for so long we have taxed incomes without allocating a specific part of an increased tax to the national service which most contributes to the development of the income," he said. "I believe we need an internal tax for federal education tax income.

Calkins criticized inequities in state school foundation laws, contending that such laws are still "a means of assuring that the rich get richer." He suggested that property tax base per pupil, without adjusting for municipal overburden.

"This made sense some 40 years ago when tax base per pupil was much higher in the cities than elsewhere; it is grossly unfair today in cities where the tax base has been eroded so that it is no higher than it was in surrounding communities.

California also called for "constructive competition" in the nation's elementary and secondary schools.

He said in higher education, and in public education in all areas, there is competition provided by having a choice of educational institutions.

Opportunities in school limited in some areas

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — An expert in school finance has charged that one of every five American school children is being denied an equal opportunity to learn.

Carl Barks, chairman of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, said the chief task of the 1970's is "the reinvention of equity in the nation's schools."

Calkins is delivering the keynote address Sunday at the 11th Annual Conference on Schools and Finance sponsored by the California Education Association, proposed a national council on school and finance schools and halt the "tragedy of the 4's."

The program included a literal income tax for education, a 25-cent school foundation laws, which he called "the fairest and most efficient" type of school finance system. He also called for a "comprehensive approach to competition in education."

In the inner city, where the suburbs pay no taxes, schools in Appalachian areas are that the tax base is high. Barks is likely to find the system of "fringe benefits" being offered.

"The financial crisis of the schools that fail but may not cause success to such an extent that the school and finance systems are beyond the control of the school district, as the fiscal base, it is unrealistic to hold an idea that the tax base has been eroded so that it is no higher than it was in surrounding communities."

Calkins also called for "constructive competition" in the nation's elementary and secondary schools.

He said in higher education, and in public education in all areas, there is competition provided by having a choice of educational institutions.
Mustang Daily Sports

Stickers dump Pomona 34-20

by Bill Kingsbaker
Sports Writer

The Mustang golfers evened their record to 7-7-1 by splitting a pair of matches this week. Presently posting a 2-8 league record, coach Bill Hicks’ stickers downed the Broncos of Cal Poly Pomona 34-20, last Friday. Greg Edwards won low medalist honors with a fine round of 71. One stroke back with a 72 was Jim Kiger, followed by Steve Lockyer’s 74. Ed Phillips fired a 79, while Perry Pedersen and Dave Hyde had 80, 82 respectively.

Today the Mustangs resume league action when they take on the Titans of Fullerton State. Trying to surpass the .500 mark, the Mustangs will be teeing off at 1:00 p.m. on the San Luis Obispo Country Club course.

One look says a lot.
One drive says it all.

Chevrolet Dealer’s Sports Dept.

Putting you first, keeps us first.
See it. At your
Chevrolet Dealer’s Sports Dept.

Candle Factory
GIFTS
CANDLES & INCENSE

NUMBER EIGHT
MISSION PLAZA
Hours Daily
9:30 to 5:30
Thurs. until 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 10 to 3
544-3044
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Fleet feet run at Hancock

Several former and future Mustang track and field performers will compete in the Hancock Relays Saturday night at Santa Maria.

44 sprints Ruben Smith and 44 rim Edmondson of last year's team will join with redshirt Jervel Thorn, 5.3 and Loywair Henry, 5.7 in the open 100 yard dash and all the men will also go in the 400 yard relay.

James Terry Record will be participating in distance events. Edred Robert Reynaldo Brown, a 7'7" high jumper in the 1968 Olympics while still in high school will covet in his favorite event.

The high school division of the relays will be held tonight with 14 schools entered in A, B and C competition, while the Open, College and Junior College divisions will be held on Saturday evening at the Santa Maria Junior College. Special women's and junior high school events will also be conducted.

There will be eight junior colleges competing in the junior college division and 13 competitors representing different organizations throughout the state.

In the college division, teams like the University of Nevada which won the Claremont relays two weeks ago will be competing against Fresno Pacific, the Southern California Borderers, and the Santa Monica athletic club.

This year the relays are dedicated to Mr. Ed Zuchelli, a member of this school's journalism department, for his help in establishing the first Hancock Relays.

Schedule for the week

Baseball:
April 10, Cal Poly at Chapman College, 2:30 p.m.
April 11, Cal Poly at Chapman College (2), 12 noon.
April 14, Cal Poly at Fresno State (1), 5:30 p.m.

Track:
April 11, U.C. Riverside, Cal State Los Angeles, Cal Poly Pomona, Cal Poly SLO at Mt. Sac, 8 p.m.

Tennis:
April 10, Cal Poly SLO at Cal Poly Pomona, 3:30 p.m.
April 11, Cal Poly SLO at U.C. Riverside, 10 a.m.

Golf:
April 10, Cal State Fullerton at Cal Poly, 1 p.m.
**Netters chase CCAA crown**

The Poly netters will face two CCAA teams this weekend on a two day road trip and will test their skill which has carried them to a 4-0 record in league play.

Today at 2:30 p.m., the Mustangs will face Cal Poly Pomona on the Broncos home court. The Broncos are now in fourth place in the CCAA with a 1-3 win-loss record. The Mustangs are currently leading the conference with a 4-0 record.

The following day, the Mustangs will travel to UC Riverside for an early morning match. The Highlanders are in the middle of the pack with a 2-2 record. If the Mustangs win these two matches, they will have built up a good head of steam for their nonconference series with San Fernando Valley State next Friday.

**Gorge yourself**

Been to any good pancake breakfasts lately? Chances are you haven’t even had good pancakes for a while. But the architects are planning to solve that problem this weekend. On Saturday, April 12, from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m., the architects are holding a Pancake Breakfast in Jordano’s parking lot, across from Sistrers.

The cost is $1.00 for all you can eat. The funds will help in production costs for Poly Royal.

**Mustang nine meet number 1**

Rougher and rougher.

That characterizes the Mustang baseball schedule this season. After battling in California Collegiate Athletic Association play the past month the Mustangs now face Chapman College, the number one-ranked college division team in the nation.

A single game will be played today and a doubleheader is on tap tomorrow (Saturday). The nonconference series will take place on the Chapman diamond. Mustang coach Augie Garrido labels Chapman as one of “the two dominating teams in collegiate baseball in California this season.” He said that team is presently enjoying one of its best seasons.

Allen Noble will open the series for the Mustangs today at 2:30. Dean Treanor is slated to pitch tomorrow and Tim Hayden is a probable starter in the other one-third of an inning, or when an opposing team scored 10 runs in each game of a doubleheader, as happened earlier in the season.

The answer is consistency.

If the hitters could provide help to the pitching staff and if the pitching staff could perform to its potential, we’d have a fine-looking ball team.

However, action speaks better than mere words, and if it’s not worth the paper they are written on, it is up to the Mustangs to demonstrate to their supporters that they can win- and win consistently.

**OPEN TO THE PUBLIC**

**TV-RADIO-STEREO-HI FI-PARTS**

**REGULARLY $1.00**

**THIS WEEKEND $ .85**

**SIMON SAYS**

**Baseball’s troubles**

(Continued from page 7)

Somehow the Mustangs have been able to break up in 10 conference battles, but when you drop two games to a losing team like Riverside, you’re scraping bottom.

Why the poor record?

It is no secret that the Mustangs lack scoring punch. Only twice this season have they scored more than two runs in a game, and they lost one of those two. They have been shutout four times, and on 10 other occasions they were unable to cross the plate over two times.

Equally pathetic are Poly’s statistics in comparison with its opponents. The Mustangs have hit a combined .216 this season; their opponents have hit .281. The Mustangs have driven in 73 runs; their opponents have driven in 126 runs. In contrast, it’s opposite has totaled a 2.33 ERA, given up 82 runs, and allowed 166 hits.

At times individual Mustang hurlers have been impressive: Dean Treanor spun a no-hitter, Allen Noble owns a 1.38 ERA in CCAA competition and a 1.88 ERA overall. Bill Hall has lost several heart-breakers and Gary Landrith has given up an average of less than two runs per game.

At other times Little League pitchers could have done better. Like when Treanor gave up six runs in one-third of an inning, or when an opposing team scored 10 runs in each game of a doubleheader, as happened earlier in the season.

The answer is consistency.

If the hitters could provide help to the pitching staff and if the pitching staff could perform to its potential, we’d have a fine-looking ball team.

However, action speaks better than mere words, and if it’s not worth the paper they are written on, it is up to the Mustangs to demonstrate to their supporters that they can win- and win consistently.

**SNACK BAR SPECIALS**

**Steak Sandwich on a Toasted French Roll with French Fries and Garnish**

**REGULARLY $1.00**
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